aQuiRe™ 2.0.1 Release Notes
Contents of this minor release: many updates and fixes. We got some great feedback from the
recent v2.0 major release. These are the contents of v2.0.1 minor release Added the ability for
Training Champions to Require a Video when Assigning a Skill.
Improved method for cataloging Restricted Skills and Surveys.
Improved Skip Survey function
Improved Windows App full screen playback
Improved method for measuring content completion when Search function is used.
Several minor bug fixes and speed improvements

Ability for Training Champions to Require Video when
Assigning a Skill (see illustration)
When company leaders assign a Skill repeatedly, they now have the option to make the
assignment with Video Required toggle set to Yes or No. This gives Training Champions the
choice to require the Skill video or not.
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Examples:
When to set Video Required to “on”.
Sexual Harassment Assignment. Say your company requires workers to complete and pass
the Sexual Harrassment Skill each year. The assignment would be made so the video is
Required each time the module is due. For compliance reasons this training has a time
requirement and a quiz requirement.
Skill Development Assignment. This is the most common use of Skill Assignments. You
assign skill training to your workers and have them study the video and take a quiz about it.
The module is Required at first, but then stays in the Not Required state therafter, so
workers can take the Quiz as many times as desired to improve thier grade.
When to set Video Required to “off”.
Toolbox Talk Assignment. Say your team gathers in field trailer for their weekly Toolbox
Talk. The leader can show a video for all to view and discuss together. Then the leader
assigns the same Skill to all the attendees with Video Required set to “no”. The attendees
can complete the Quiz on thier mobile devices and get credit, without having to watch the
video a 2nd time.
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Improved method for cataloging Restricted Skills and Surveys.
Each client can create their own Restricted Category with their own branding and content.
Creating and managing Restricted Categories is now simpler and quicker.

Improved Skip Survey function
Company leaders can assign Surveys on a Recurring basis, such as Daily, Weekly, Annually, etc.
There are times when an assignment does not need to be completed and workers can Skip the
assignment.
Example: A truck driver needs to inspect her truck every day before her shift starts. The
Supervisor assigns a Daily Truck Inspection survey to be completed each morning, so the
inspection is always complete, accurately recorded and routed to others for action when
needed. But say the driver is assigned to a different task one day and won’t be driving her
truck. In this case she can Skip the assignment by simply hitting the Skip button and logging a
reason for the skip. This saves her from getting flagged with a Missed assignment.

Improved Windows app full screen playback
The aQuiRe™ Windows app has speed and playback quality improvements for projecting on
large screens and low bandwidth conditions.

Improved method for measuring content completion when
Search function is used.
When user has a Skill or Survey assigned, but they use the Search function to locate and
complete the assignment, Assignment credit is given. From a reporting perspective there is no
difference which method is used to launch the Assignment, they both count as Assignment
credit.

several minor bug fixes and speed improvements
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